
Name: ____________________________     Date: ___________________ 
Ms. Hernandez        Vocabulary Unit 11 Quiz 
 
 
 
For numbers 1 through 8, read the sentence and choose the synonym that has most nearly the same meaning 
as the word in bold print. 
 
 
1. There was a superb sunset last night.    5. Going camping is our custom every year. 
      
     A fortunate         A      glory            
     B watchful          B      tradition                   
     C prompt          C      wreckage 
     D magnificent         D      reflex 
 
 
 
2. She spoke in a timid voice.                 6. Will you accept the offer?  
          
     A brief         A      fury             
     B delightful        B      intend                      
     C meek         C      consider      
     D clever         D      approve 
 
 
 
3. They will need to restore the engine.    7. The dog is always alert.  
          
     A approach             A      superb      
     B revive              B      prompt                         
     C conquer        C      fortunate            
     D approve        D      watchful 
 
 
 
4. They arrived in a timely manner. 8. The storm caused a lot of destruction.  
    
     A prompt                                                                     A      wreckage  
     B ancient            B      glory                      
     C timid         C      approach          
     D certain         D      tradition 
             
  
 
 
 
 



For numbers 9 through 12, read the passage and fill in the blanks with the vocabulary word that best 
completes each sentence. 
 
 

I have always wanted to know the _______________________ of being a pilot, so I entered a flight 
                                                                                                (9) 
 
school. There, I studied weather, how planes work, and much more. I also started to fly with a teacher by my  
 
 
side. After a while, though, I had to learn to fly on my own. Today was my first solo flight. Most of it was pretty 
 
 
easy, but the landing was scary. I got nervous when I saw the runway ________________________ quickly  
                                                                                                                                                    (10) 
 
from below. I was alert and ________________________ the whole time, though, so I landed the plane  
                                                                       (11) 
 
perfectly. The teacher says that I just need 40 more flights like that one and the school will  
 
 
_____________________ my license. 
                  (12) 
 
 
9.          11.  
     A symbol                 A prompt                         
     B pattern                    B watchful 
     C glory             C meek 
     D      fury             D brief 
 
10.          12.  
     A imitate           A approve          
     B      honor                                   B revive 
     C approach                        C approach 
     D avoid                               D contend    
                
For numbers 13 and 14, read the sentence and choose the antonym that has most nearly the opposite 
meaning as the word in bold print. 
 
13. The students were prompt.    14. The building was magnificent. 
 

A  early             A      superb           
     B      fast                          B      splendid                     
     C late       C      glorious             
     D timely       D      ordinary 
 
 


